Tail feathers
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Official newsletter of the Christchurch Radio Fliers Club

Just to prove that there has been some flying going on over the last month, here is a photo of
Victor Tan with his 1/4 scale SE5A at Burnham recently. We last saw this aircraft at Lake Forsyth
where it had a slight mishap on takeoff. Great to see it back in the air again. It sounds good and
looks good. Many thanks to Roger for the photos (more on page 2). CHECK OUT PAGE 7 !
We hope you enjoy this special edition of “Tail Feathers” as you will have plenty of time to read it.

Keeping an eye out for any stray Albatross or Fokkers on the horizon, the SE5A mounts a morning patrol over the parched terrain at Burnham. At least on summer patrol the pilot is not as frozen
in that open cockpit. The S.E.5a was the aircraft of choice of several famed aces such as Albert
Ball, Billy Bishop, Edward Mannock, and James McCudden. Speaking of the S.E.5a’s impressive
speed, McCudden noted that “It was very fine to be in a machine that was faster than the Huns,
and to know that one could run away just as things got too hot.”
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Around the traps ...

Geoff with his trusty Revolver - flies true in
windy conditions, well above the Covid clouds.

Roger at our charging station at Burnham. I
guess the solar powered batteries will be well
charged after 4 weeks and no use!

Foamie Pitts

Ultrasport

“A cup of tea and a good yarn ...” The Ferrymead float boys enjoy the flying and the comraderie.
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What you have been up to - contributions
from members in forced retirement.

At a time, unprecedented in NZ’s history, and when there is not a lot of flying going on, I thought
it would be interesting to see what you have been up to, or what has fired your attention at home.
Here are a few interesting examples

TAN AIRBOAT
I have been building 3 of these RC Airboats to introduce my grandchildren into RC. The Airboats
are rudderless. I think it’s called vector trust controls for turning.
The platform is a child’s $8 kickboard from The
Warehouse. Motor, Esc & prop from Bangood.
Victor Tan

This from Jim Forthman, the president of the
DMAC (Decatur Model Aero Club Alabama
USA).
He loves our CRFC newsletters and also loved
the pieces John Isitt wrote about his trip around
the US. in 2018. Or was it 2019?
Time flies so fast these days it’s hard to keep
up.
I have not done any flying for ages due to the
penalty of living in a wooden house. Painting,
painting and roofing, and more painting, have
been the job in hand since the beginning of February. I have a half finished model that I have
KEA CARNAGE
not touched since December last year.
Your beloved secretary has been driving tourists around various parts of Canterbury as a part
Almost finished the painting so should be able time job this summer. These cheeky little native
to go flying soon, depending on the weather.
parrots are well known for attacking the rubber
surrounds of windscreens etc. This flock of kea
Cheers
were into their business by the lookout at Arthurs Pass. I don’t think the boss noticed when I
David Bately
brought the vehicle home.
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TWIZEL ISOLATION WITH A MOJO
I’ve headed down to Twizel with my partner
Nicole to the family’s log cabin. I have a Mojo
that’s sat for months asking to be built so that
should keep the boredom away on the wet
days. Couldn’t come down with nothing to fly
so have brought the sailplanes and fpv gear for
some soaring off the deck with the mountains
behind us ! - Corrie Hoult

CULVER PROPS
John and Matt McKenzie having been looking
at how props are made, more specifically Alaina
Lewis and her one-woman company in Missouri,
USA, that produces artistic yet functional props.
You can see how she makes them on this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHXlhJlPqKg

FLYING ABOVE THE COVID CLOUDS
Alex Hewson has been spending a lot of his time
at Springfield with the Canterbury Gliding Club
and, was just about to complete his licence when
the forced isolation set in. He still had time to go
shares in a full size glider (and the trailer too).
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Hi from the quarantined
I have been a bit slack in my report writing for
a while now. I was going to say what a crap year
we have had for flying over the summer. Often
there was only two of three fliers turn up on Sunday as the wind was often too strong for planes
to fly. If it wasn’t for my drone I would have gone
stir crazy. Or is there a medical condition for people who don’t get their weekly drug fix?
Then in the middle of it all my transmitter
stopped transmitting. Now I thought it was the
module in the back of the transmitter, so I reverted back to the 40 Mz module, I even screwed the
aerial back in, but no, nothing, nada. In desperation I even put in the original 72 Mz, again nothing.
So a chat with Mark Halliday saw me borrowing
a brand new Trannis to match my 13 odd receivers. What a nightmare. I had printed material in
front of me, I had Youtube on the screen and I
still couldn’t get it going. Push A then B = C. I
would push A then B and would get X. I know
there are people out there who can work miracles with these things but when even Jeremy
McLean says that these things aren’t intuitive
then I have to give up. A Futaba for me.
I looked online and settled for a Futaba 10J as
it would meet my requirements. Ordered it and
after picking it up found another brand new one
$80 cheaper from another dealer in New Zealand. Bugger. Then I found that the transmitter
is very selective about what receivers it would
take. It worked out that the best deal I could find
for more receivers was from Amain Models in the
States.
In the end I have realised that it was a mistake
getting the 10J and I should have forked out the
extra cash for a 12 or 14 as you can select what
type of receiver you are using including a lot of
my existing Frsky receivers. Again Bugger.
Some of you will know that I have just been
overseas on a month long holiday in Western
Australia. We cut the holiday short to get back
before everything was shut down, life was starting to get a little crazy over there and the uncertainty in getting back was distracting us from
enjoying the holiday. Instead of driving north to
Broome we stayed within a days drive of Perth
and we were pleased we did as our travel agent
made bookings for us giving us less than a day
to get the rental back, then wait at the airport for
a midnight flight out.
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I was speaking to the guy seated next to me
on the plane who was a FIFO, fly in fly out,
contractor on one of the gas fields off the coast.
All contractors on Western Australia, who lived
in any other state were being flown home and
were to stay home until further notice. The border to Western Australia was closing.
I was poked and prodded coming into NZ
and placed into two weeks quarantine, which
is much like everyone else, but I can’t go to the
supermarket to get food. Family have to buy for
us and drop it off at the door, then run before I
come out of the house. Its slightly worse than
house arrest, as even criminals are allowed to
leave the house to get food.
I will then be working from home as even the
Serious Crash Unit is being split into smaller
groups within the Police so that if one of us
catches something, then we aren’t all quarantined at the same time.
As the old curse goes, ‘May you live in interesting times’.
John Isitt

* Building project -- club
club challenge
challenge for
for you
you all
all
*
*

*
*

Task: Your challenge is to build an Outerzone Stylus
in the four weeks you have of at-home time.

The Stylus (see below for details), requires 2 channels
Plans can be downloaded from aerofred.com
https://aerofred.com/details.php?image_id=91267
or Outerzone.co.uk
https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=6020

Outerzone Stylus, a 30 year old lightweight,1metre glider to soar on sandunes, large buildings,
terraces in paddocks and short bungee launch to thermals. I built this plane in 1989 and even
with out modern nano gear it was great fun.
Materials will not be a problem for most, but substitution ideas could be shared, ie foam board,
rolled card fuse reinforced with cyno, covering with wrapping tissue bushed with very thinned
acrylic paint(like 2/3 water, 1/3 paint).
This plan can be downloaded from Outerzone and knowing the span, it does not need to be
printed, it can be done from measurements from your screen, and accuracy is not important
other than incidences and balance point, even these are not critical.
Roger Atkinson
It would be good to have a group build and a club squadron of these gliders for fun later on, or
to hand on to your children or grand-children (Editor)
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Flying full-size and models with new member, Bevan Lewell
Hi all. Well what a predicament we find ourselves in. With the proposed four week lock
down and I just hope everyone is healthy and
well supported by family or friends. I am looking forward to a few close weeks with my wife
Sarah and our two girls Samantha (14) and
Michaela (11).
As a Pilot on the ATR72-600 for Air New Zealand I have to say I am more than a little concerned about the future and what it might hold
for me and my family. However, I know aviation
has its ups and downs and there will always be
a demand for professional and hard-working
people, and hopefully me too.

On leaving the RNZAF my wife and I spent a
couple of years in Oz where I enjoyed a roll as
an Avionics Trade Supervisor for Boeing on the
RAAF E-7 Wedgetail project. This was an interesting build, effectively gutting the 737-700ER
airframe and installing 30 miles of wiring along
with almost 100 external antennas and other
modifications. We build four aircraft in Amberly
to complement the two prototypes build in Seattle. However, two years of crawling through
avionics bays was enough for me and I left the
hangar in 2008 to take up a career on the flight
deck, instead of under it.
We returned to NZ and I started flight training at Flight Training Manawatu in Feilding, my
hometown. I had a great time learning to fly a
range of aircraft and really enjoyed the challenge
of tail draggers like the Super Cub, and towing
gliders in the Piper Pawnee.

First day as a captain on the ATR72-600
I have recently got back into the hobby after
a four-year hiatus. I have enjoyed meeting new
enthusiastic club members over the last few
weeks and seeing what aeronautical delights
they pull from the back of their vehicles. I have
always been passionate about aviation and this
is just another way of me enjoying it.
I left school in 2001 and joined the RNZAF as
an Avionics Technician. I spent six years working on a whole host of aircraft from the quirky
but elegant BAE Strikemaster at our Ground
Training Wing in Woodbourne, to the iconic
UH-1H Iroquis. I finished out my service with a
stint on the ANZAC class Frigate HMS Te Mana
working on the modern and complex SH2G
Seasprite.

Deck handling the SH2-G Seasprite.

Glider towing in the Pawnee, Fielding aerodrome.
I completed my C Cat instructors rating and
Multi Engine Instrument rating and shortly after
got a job as a co-pilot with the Philips Search
and Rescue trust in the Waikato. Another two
years flying around the country side in the Piper
Chieftain doing air ambulance flights and some
Maritime Search and Rescue. We were heavily involved in the aftermath of the MV Rena
grounding on the Astrolabe reef and I got to see
a heap of beautiful Bay of Plenty coastline.
In 2012 I was fortunate to gain a position with
Eagle Airways flying the Beech 1900D for Air NZ.
After a type rating in Toronto I settled into the
challenging role and quickly learned to love the
Beech. With a power to weight ratio similar to an
F4-1D Corsair it was a heap of fun to fly. However lots of power means high fuel burn and high
operating costs. It was only a matter of time before the Beech was wrapped up and after almost
5 years the family and I moved to Christchurch
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for a role on the ATR72.
Now going from the beech to the ATR was
a bit of a shock. If the Beech performed like
a fighter the ATR is certainly a bomber. It has
a power to weight ratio similar to an Avro Lancaster and on a hot day at max weight of 23T
struggles to get above 17,000ft. However its
got flash computers up the front and burns bugger all gas which in todays times is great as it
keep the accountants happy and me employed
(hopefully). I’m just glad I don’t have to fly it
with a load of bombs through a field of flak while
fighters try to tear us to bits.

Air NZ’s Beech 1900D - expensive to run.

Along with manned and remote aircraft I have
always been interested in drones and have
spent the last few years consulting to the RPAS
industry. I am a certified RPAS flight examiner
and have helped over a dozen organisations
gain their CAA part 102 certification. I have
also had the opportunity to operate several
interesting RPAS and hope to get more involved
as the industry matures.
Over the next few weeks as we find ourselves
confined to our homes and sheds I am excited
to pick up a long running project. I am building
a 60” Top Flite Gold Edition F4U-1D Corsair and
am making some good progress. My engine
arrived this morning so I look forward to fitting it
and have been making regular trips to see Ross
at RCNZ. I have incorporated a number of
mods to make it look as scale as I can and I just
hope my flying skills develop enough before its
maiden to do it justice.
I intend to finish it as NZ5413 which has an
interesting story. This aircraft was shot down
by AAA over Simpson Harbour in Rabaul on the
15th January 1945. Its pilot Flight Lieutenant
Frank Keefe bailed out into the harbour. One
lucky placed piece of AAA fire sparked a chain
of events that led to Franks death at the hand
of his Japanese captors, and one of the most
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Bevan’s Corsair under construction
tragic days in RNZAF WWII aviation history.
Seven other Corsair pilots on Franks rescue
mission were killed when they entered a tropical
front, lost visual reference and collided or crashing into the sea.
For me NZ5413 downing sums up the story of
wartime aviation. A great waste of young men
and bloody dangerous enough without someone
shooting at you.
The 8 poor young
men killed as a
result of NZ5713’s
downing. Photo is
taken from Bryan
Cox’s book “Too
Young to Die.”

Enough from me. I hope you all have a good
project to keep you busy through this challenging time. I look forward to meeting more of you
at the field and hopefully I will be flying my completed bent wing bird.
Regards, Bevan Lewell

Bevan’s workshop

Rebuilding in “Ash-Vegas” with bigger workshop
Building of a different kind
- Grant McFaull

over 1/4 acre, I had planned
to build a new workshop out in
the backyard where there was

Just over a year ago we made
the move to Ashburton; after
a couple of years of tossing
that moving decision around
between us. With most of my
family living in or near Ashburton, and our daughter with 3
grandchildren now promoted
to partner status in a law firm
there meaning there were regular drives up and down to visit
everyone, the decision to move
became fairly easy - mind you
it was certainly given strong
assistance by the never ending rates rises coming from the
CCC. our rates here are just
over half of what they were in
CHCH....and its just 5 minutes
to go to town.
My wife Ann found a house she
liked, we sold our house in
Halswell very quickly, and we
moved - but I had left behind a
well organised workshop, and
had now moved to a house
with a double garage but no
workshop, but the space to
do something here.With just

space, but there was a problem pointed out by the builders- access for the mechanical
digger.We had to move part
of a council hedge and my
boundary fence.....hmm....then
my brother in law who was visiting said " why not just extend
the garage "? I hadn't thought
of that at that point, which was
odd, as I had previously done
exactly that to another house
we owned.
I got in touch via the ADC (who have been amazing to
deal with good advice, quick,
and very reasonable costs )
with an engineer who advised
what I could do, and he got the
extension drawn up and we
had approval with a month.
I found a local builder with who
we were able to negotiate a
fixed price for the job (note
here that that proved to be a
smart move as I wouldn't have
wanted to pay one of his workers on an hourly rate) and he
had initially said it would be
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about 5 weeks work - and it
turned out to be more than 5
months....
I wont bore you with details of
that job, but my garage extension of 3.1 metres was completed late 2019, giving me
the space in the back of the
garage to build two new rooms
- a new music room and a
workshop - which in my case
fulfils two functions (1) RC
Model building and (2) motorcycle restoration / repair/ maintenance for my motorbikes. I
have restored quite a few bikes
over the years.
As these two rooms are not
structural, they required no
permit to build, so I have undertaken the work myself.
As a working musician I had
also left a band room in my
house in Haslwell, so the first
priority was to build the new
band room to get my gear (and
practicing) out of our lounge,
which was to keep Ann happy,
mind you I mostly practiced
when she was at work.

I was fortunate enough to pick
up a framing nail gun off a
builder in Rolleston at a bargain price, and I set to building
the framework for both rooms,

but the music room was finished first. The double garage
here has no ceiling (pic 4) - its
an open structure that is a
colonial style, and has lots of
storage space up in the roof
cavity, so all I had to do is build
3 x walls, 2 doorways, and put
in two ceilings to create two
new rooms, as both rooms utilise the garage perimeter walls.
This is quite easy to do with
the right tools and a nail gun
speeds things up. I managed
to buy 3 bales of insulation off
a chap in CHCH who had it
left over from a job - enough to
insulate the ceilings and walls.
The most difficult part of the
process is putting up the gib
ceiling in the music room. My
son in-law, wife and daughter
all helped here and that help
was greatly appreciated. My
nephew is an electrician, and
did all the wiring - he had done
the wiring for my garage extension as well, relocating the
alarm system, putting in new
lights and power points and
power fittings for the garage
door motors, which were relocated into the extension. He
also had to fit a new master
junction box in the garage.
I found gib stopping one of
those things better left to a professional, so paid to get that
done in the music room, but I
painted it myself - all with paint
left over from our house rebuild
in CHCH.
So by mid January this year
my music room was finished....

on the outside wall which faces
into the garage I installed racking to hold my existing models
so they were sorted. Oh must
mention - I needed to put
decent lights in my garage - in
the original part - but I found a
new type of LED light - 17,000
lumens, they are really bright
- it was about $170 from Redpaths, if anyone needs that
kind of light. Just one did the
job of 3-4 of the old type fluorescent lights.
Now to start on my workshop.
Being a workshop, I had decided not to line the concrete
block back wall so have just
painted it. I had gibbed the two
band room concrete walls, as
the additional sound proofing
the gib provides is useful to
contain sound.
I am getting close to finishing
my workshop now, I painted
the walls this week, and having
learnt that putting in a gib ceiling is not so easy, I had decided to use 4mm customboard
instead for the ceiling - sound
proofing wasn't a consideration
here, and its also much easier
for just Ann and I to put up. We
have done half of it, and will
have the other half done today.
I picked up a tidy laundry tub
for $40 and once the lockdown
is over I will have a plumber to
get water into the workshop so
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I can have hot and cold water
in the laundry tub - its really
useful having water in your
workshop.
So - with my workshop completed this week (sans water

I can then move all my modelling stuff out of boxes into
drawers and onto shelves, and
I can start on completing my
modelling projects. I have not
been able to complete any new
models since moving to Ashburton, but have my TF Giant
FW190 to put the final touches
to and then complete a Mosquito - one of the Seagull ones
I am making an electric. Following that its a 72" Dauntless
that I brought back from Oz in
December, so have plenty to
keep me occupied during the
lockdown.
Of course flying here hasn't
been a problem, we can fly
small electric models in the
park and I live around the
corner from Argyle park which
is very large and great to fly in.
Ashburton also have an excellent club flying site about 15m
drive away....some of you may
have visited the Asburton club
site, if you haven't its a great
site.
I have attached a few photos
- my garage before and after
the extension, and a few pics
taken inside. Its been an interesting project and quite enjoyable.
Keep safe everyone....and I
look forward to the next Fly in.

NEW PROJECT ROOM IN FERRYMEAD

My project is to finish my project room. It’s almost ready to move a plane into. It’s lined with Red
Cherry veneer covered plywood and the walls and roof are insulated with a combined sound/thermal insulation. The overhead fan makes a big difference in keeping the warmth distributed. Should
hopefully move the first plane project in next week. Still needs a lot of shelving and storage so it’s
going to evolve a little through use. also a tidyup might help as well.
Cheers
Mark Halliday

John McKenzie with his Radian at our Burnham
field.
Suggested project, John : mount a camera on
top (Editor)
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Trusty T-rex triumphs

Keith was one of the last to fly at our Burnham
field with hisT-Rex helicopter before the ban
was put in place preventing such activities for
at least 4 weeks. Oh well, time to go over all the
bearings, connections and radio gear!

Balancing a propeller

A balanced propeller can guard against vibration, prevent structural problems and avoid damage
to your radio and powerplant.
(thanks to modelflying.co.uk)
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Committee Corner
MINUTES of the Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc.
Committee Meeting, 11 March, 2020
7:30pm, Craig’s place
Present: Roger Atkinson, Peter Hewson, Jeremy McLean, Craig Clapham, Keith Reid
1. Apologies: John Isitt, Alex Hewson
2. Health: Roger is making progress with his leg burn, Craig had a small kidney operation, but is rearing to
go and do more flying.
3. Minutes of previous meeting were circulated and adopted (ROGER / JEREMY)
4. Matters Arising:
The club is seeking permission from Chris Hellyar to have our AGM at Taits again.
5. Correspondence:
a. Email / tax invoice from Voyager Internet / First Domain to re-register our RADIOFLIERS.ORG.
NZ domain name
b. Email from Philipp Sultrop enquiring about joining our club.
c. Application from Philipp
d. Email from William Miles resigning from the club due to family commitments.
e. Email from Steve Mellis saying that, because he has been made redundant due to
Carona virus, he is not in a postion to pay his subs.
6. Finance:
In the absence of John, who was away on holiday in Western Australia, Peter presented the finance
report which included the last months accounts. About half the club had paid their subs for the coming year
and Peter said that he would send out a reminder to other members before the due date at the end of the
month. (accepted; CRIAG / KEITH).
7. Newsletter & Webmaster: Peter said that he hoped to bring out a newsletter early next month. He also
hoped to link up with Chris Hellyar again to go over a few operational details about the website.
8. Safety & Noise: Keith was unaware of any problems at the field, but there have not been as many flying
as usual, due to the weather.
9. New member applications: Bevan Lewell, Philipp Sultrop were accepted.
10. General Business:
a. Des Lines has approved the Swannanoa fly-in for 5 April at his place.
b. The AGM date is set for 4 May, and Peter is to approach Chris to see if the venue is still OK.
c. Weather station. The managemywater site is still down due to hacking of the software. Craig suggested another possible site, if we can not resolve the present situation – Holfuy weather.
d. Craig announced that he will have to leave the committee as his time is being taken up more at the
Canterbury Gliding Club. We all thanked him for his time as committee member and President and wished
him well.
MEETING ENDED AT 8:40pm with thanks to Craig.

Results of Spot Landing Competition held at the Christmas Party.
Points 1-10
10 Points for centre of spot, 1 point for furthest away.
Wind was very strong, over 15km/hr straight down the runway for the start and
Gusty wind across the strip at the end, very difficult conditions.
Hamish Bell 10
Luke Canovan 9		
Corrie Holt
9		

Keith Reid
8
Peter Barlow 5
Chris Bell
3
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Prez sez

Hi all, what weird times we
are living in!
I do hope you are all safe and
well and coping with this very
necessary isolation period,
and are being very thankful to
those working in the essential
services that allow us to have
food, power, telecoms, infrastructure, security etc. They
are heroes in my book!
Bit of committee business.
The AGM will be postponed
till it can be held safely, whenever that is.
We have some gaps in our
membership renewal, which
is ok as incomes have taken
a big hit for most. The committee has some resignations coming up so we may
be tapping some shoulders to
see if anyone would consider
joining us. Our meetings are
enjoyable, usually last around
an hour and often more time
is spent yarning about things
aviation, looking at projects,
and stuff.
That’s enough housework.

Roger’s email: macak@xtra.co.nz

I am a model plane scratch
builder, and is good to see
that the club still has a fair few
builders.
Building an 80 inch (2mtr) Pilatus Porter ,Australian Airborne
plan,with a sprung undercart
to help take the wear and tear
from my 10 year old Cub.

Roger’s Supercub, ZK-BOX, at Burnham

Committee, 2019 /20
President:
Vice Pres.
Secretary:
Treasurer:

ROGER ATKINSON,
JEREMY McLEAN
PETER HEWSON
JOHN ISITT

Club Captain: KEITH REID
Committee: ALEX HEWSON, CHRIS
BELL, CRAIG CLAPHAM
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